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The City of Hialeah is long overdue for a transformation.
It is endowed with resources and advantages that places
it ahead of other cities but it still struggles to come out
on top. Three prime advantages area its central location
in the hub of Miami-Dade and Broward County, its
multiple connections to transit and a large and growing
residential base.
Because of these three advantages, Hialeah is the perfect
place to implement regulations to encourage transitoriented development (TOD). This type of development
has proven to be extremely beneficial in towns and cities
throughout the country and around the world.

TOD promotes compact, mixed-use development
within walking distance of high capacity rapid transit.
TOD features vibrant streetscapes, pedestrian-oriented
built forms, and land use characteristics that make
it convenient and safe to walk, cycle, and use public
transport.1
The main reasons why Hialeah needs TOD regulations
are outlined below:

1 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org.

DESIRE FOR QUALITY URBAN LIFESTYLE
It has become desirable for people, especially
young professionals, to live in an area close to many
different destinations, such as restaurants, shops, and
entertainment venues. Easy access to such destinations
livens an area ensuring around-the-clock activity.

source: StreetsBlog USA

DESIRE FOR WALKABLE LIFESTYLE
The possibility of being able to walk to different
destinations has also become increasingly desirable
for people of all ages. Walking also promotes a healthy
lifestyle.

source: walklive.org

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
More and more households are now made up of single
people and empty nesters, who do not wish to live
isolated from civilization in a suburban neighborhood.
Compact, mixed-use developments are more attractive
to these growing and changing demographics.

source: Huffington Post

HOUSING DEMAND
There is an increasing demand for a wide range of housing
options around transit and within walking distance of
a variety of daily needs, amenities and entertainment
options.
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source: The Pinnacle List

source: tod.org
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Hialeah’s location and its access
to high-quality transport at a local and regional scale give it an
advantage over other cities in
Miami-Dade County. Transfer
Station serves as a connection
point for commuters and travelers on Tri-Rail, Metro rail, and
Amtrak. Part of the commuters’
experience includes the time
spent waiting for the transport to
arrive. The station and the area
surrounding it must become
a place that captures patrons
as they commute by providing
restaurants, shops, and comfortable waiting areas.
As shown in the graphs below,
the majority of people in
Hialeah commute to work in
their personal automobiles and
by themselves. In data taken
between 2010-2014, nearly 80%
of workers 16 years and over
drove alone as they commuted
to work, compared to a mere
1.96% of workers who used
public transportation.

source: USA.com
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HISTORICAL IMAGES

source: PBase user Dan Boyd

source: PBase user Dan Boyd
Aerial view of the site in 1960.

source: PBase user Dan Boyd
1921 - Hialeah

source: Hialeah Park Casino
Hialeah Race Track
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Hialeah was incorporated in 1925 on land developed by
aviation pioneer Glenn Curtiss and Missouri cattleman
James H. Bright. In its early years the city was best
known for the Hialeah Race Track. Modeled after
famed European racetracks, Hialeah Park was one
of the most distinguished horse racing venues in the
southern United States during much of the 20th century.
After the Cuban Revolution of 1959, Hialeah became
a popular destination among Cuban exiles who
began transforming the city into a working-class
community. The period after 1960 was marked by a
surge in light manufacturing and textiles, providing
gainful employment to thousands of exiles. With many
immigrant families finding economic opportunity in
Hialeah, the city earned its motto La Ciudad Progreso,
which translates to The City of Progress. 1
In 1978 the Amtrak station opened in Hialeah to
replaced the Seaboard Air Line Railroad Station. The
Amtrak station is a few blocks away from Hialeah
Transfer Station, which opened to the public in the
late 1980s. Transfer Station is a Metrorail and Tri-Rail
interchange station.2
1 “History Of Hialeah.” City of Hialeah, Florida.
2 “Tri-Rail and Metrorail Transfer Station,” Wikipedia.

source: PalmBeachPost.com

source: Miami Herald

source: Miami Herald

source: Miami Herald
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS: MAIN THOROUGHFARES

E 25TH STREET (SR 934)
24500

2842

State Road 934 begins at the Palmetto Expressway and ends in
Miami Beach via the John F. Kennedy Causeway. As it crosses
Hialeah, it is named E 25th St. Within the study area it is a 2-way,
2-lane connector with the elevated Metrorail line in the center
section of the road. [Public transit: Bus Line 42, L-112, Metrorail]
DAILY TRAFFIC COUNTS: CARS 24,500 - TRUCKS 2,842

3100

NW 37TH AVENUE

239

A 2-way, 2-lane connector with parallel parking on both sides and
a turning lane. It serves as the eastern boundary to Hialeah and
connects NW North River Drive on the south by Miami River Canal
to Amtrak Station. [Public transit: Bus Line 133, L-112].
DAILY TRAFFIC COUNTS: CARS 3,100 - TRUCKS 239
source: Google

37000

E 8TH AVENUE

1702

A 2-way, 4-lane North-South major thoroughfare. This
thoroughfare, also know as LeJeune Rd connects Opa-locka
Executive Airport all the way to S Dixie Highway. It is the artery
that carries the most traffic within the district (including heavy
trucks). [Public transit: Bus Line 133, 42].
DAILY TRAFFIC COUNTS: CARS 37,000 - TRUCKS 1,702
source: Google

E 11TH AVENUE
A 2-way, 2-lane North-South local thoroughfare with parking
on one side, adjacent to the Tri-Rail train tracks. The street is
constantly broken up by development. This street provides direct
access to Transfer Station.

E 10TH AVENUE
A 2-way, 2-lane with a turning lane North-South thoroughfare. The
street is flanked by industrial uses and parking on one side and
residential uses with a sidewalk and swale on the opposite side.

source: Google
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: TRANSFER STATION
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Hialeah Transfer Station is located
near the intersection of East 25th
Street and 11th Avenue, officially
opening for service March 6, 1989.
The station was built as a connection
for the Tri-Rail (A) and Metrorail (B)
rail systems. The Amtrak station(C),
which is served by the Silver Meteor
and Silver Star, is located several
blocks away and connects Florida to
New York with several stops to many
cities in between.
The lower level of the Transfer Station
serves northbound and southbound
Tri-Rail trains. The station (A) consists
of two side platforms connected by
an elevated overpass; an information
kiosk, which sells Easy Cards for
Metrorail, and easy access to the
upper level, which serves Metrorail.
The station is highly congested during
rush hour.

E 24TH ST

E 23RD ST

E 11TH AVE

The upper level of the Transfer Station
(B) serves Metrorail Green Line trains.
The station has two side platforms,
one for southbound trains and one
for northbound trains (westbound).1

E 24TH ST

Transfer station’s use is expected to
surge upon the opening of All Aboard
Florida train line running from Miami
to Orlando by connecting people
from Hialeah to the new station in
Downtown Miami.

1 “Tri-Rail and Metrorail Transfer Station,”
Wikipedia.
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EXISTING LAND USE

Most of the area in Hialeah
is made up of residential
uses west of E 10th Ave
and industrial uses to the
east. The most important
thoroughfares in the
area (NW 37th Ave and E
10th Ave) are lined with
warehouses and residential
uses. E 25th Street is
flanked by commercial
uses.

major thoroughfares
primary streets
secondary streets
amtrak station
transfer station
10 minute walk
(1/2 mile)

There is one major
thoroughfare that connects
with SR 953 (LeJeune
Road/ E 8th Ave). and two
primary streets running
through the area, which
carry larger volumes of
traffic. The other streets are
secondary, or local streets
that have the slowest speed
limit and carry significantly
less traffic.
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CURRENT RESIDENTIAL DENSITY

E 10th Ave is the clear
division between the areas
with higher density and
the areas solely used for
industrial purposes. Most of
the residential areas consist
of single-family homes
and there are no housing
options in the vicinity of
Transfer Station, resulting
in low residential density.

route 32
route 42
route 133
route 135
route L- 112
tri-rail
amtrak
metrorail
tri-rail station
amtrak station
metrorail station
FEC railway
proposed IRIS connection
10 min. walk (1/2 mile)

Transfer Station is an
interchange station,
allowing commuters to
switch from Tri-Rail to
Metrorail. Close to Transfer
Station is the Amtrak
Station, connecting people
to New York City and
multiple cities in between.
Various bus routes allow
people to reach local
destinations as well.

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS
PARCEL ASSEMBLAGE
UNIFIED PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

PUBLIC PROPERTY

The publicly owned properties are owned by South
Florida Regional Transportation Authority, State of
Florida DOT & FEC Railway.
Property Search Application - Miami-Dade County

http://www.miamidade.gov/propertysearch/#/report/summary
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Summary Report
Generated On : 7/12/2016

Property Information
Folio:

04-3108-000-0060

Property Address:

1065 E 21 ST
Hialeah, FL 33013-0000

Owner

F E C RWY

Mailing Address

7411 FULLERTON ST STE 300
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32256

Primary Zone

0000

Primary Land Use

9862 CENTRALLY ASSESSED :
RAILROAD ASSESSMENT

Beds / Baths / Half

0/0/0

Floors

0

Living Units

0

Actual Area

30,430 Sq.Ft

Property
Search Application - Miami-Dade
County
Living Area
30,430
Sq.Ft

Adjusted Area

30,418 Sq.Ft

Lot Size

0 Sq.Ft

Year Built

1968

4/28/16, 11:48 AM

Taxable Value Information

2015

$0

$0

Building Value

Property Information

below 20,000 sf
20,000 sf - 50,000 sf
50,000 sf - 100,000 sf
above 100,000 sf
public property
10 min. walk (1/2 mile)
amtrak station
tranfer station

There is no clear
assemblage pattern with
no more than 100,000 SF of
assemblage.

Type

Short Legal Description

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Taxable Value

$0

City

$0

SOUTH FLORIDA REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY
2016
2015
2014

8080 VACANT GOVERNMENTAL :
VACANT LAND - GOVERNMENTAL

Generated On : 4/28/2016
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

Exemption Value

$0

$0

$0

Taxable Value

$0

$0

$0

Exemption Value

$0

$0

$0

Taxable Value

$0

$0

$0

Regional

Sales Information
Previous Sale

Price

OR Book-Page

Qualification Description

Beds
Baths
HalfS1/2 OF NE1/4 OF 0 / 0 / 0
BEG /SE
COR/ OF
Floors
SE1/4 OF SEC 8 TH N N197FT M/L 0
Living
Units M/L S196.5FT M/L
W1329.5FT
Actual
Area
E1329FT
M/L TO POB PER

0
0 Sq.Ft

2015 Aerial Photography

Property
Search Application - Miami-Dade
Living Area
0 Sq.FtCounty

200ft

http://www.miamidade.gov/propertysearch/#/report/summary

The Office of the Property Appraiser is continually editing and updating the tax roll. This website may not reflect the most current information on record. The Property Appraiser
Adjusted
Area County assumes no liability,
0 see
Sq.Ft
and Miami-Dade
full disclaimer and User Agreement at http://www.miamidade.gov/info/disclaimer.asp
Taxable Value Information

Lot
Size
Version:

27,916 Sq.Ft

Year Built

0

Year
Land Value

1Property
of 1
Information
Building Value
Folio:
XF Value
Property Address:
Market Value
Owner
Assessed Value

Benefits
Information
Mailing
Address
Benefit
Primary Zone
Non-Homestead
Cap
Primary
Land Use

Type

Exemption Value

2015

2014

2013

$418,740

$418,740

$334,992

$0
$0
30-3108-000-0010
$0
$0

$0
$0

$418,740
$418,740
STATE OF FLORIDA
$405,340
$368,491
DOT

$334,992
$334,992

3400 WEST COMMERCIAL BLVD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
2015
2014
2013
8900 INTERIM-AWAIT SPECIFIC ZO

Assessment
$13,400
$50,249
8081 VACANT
GOVERNMENTAL
:
Reduction
VACANT LAND
State
Exemption
$405,340 $368,491 $334,992
Beds / Baths / Half
0/0/0
Note: Not all benefits are applicable to all Taxable Values (i.e. County, School
Floors
0
Board, City, Regional).
Living Units
0

Short Area
Legal Description
Actual

0 Sq.Ft

Living
Area
PB 34-26

0 Sq.Ft

Adjusted
HIALEAHArea
13TH ADDN AMD PL REV 0 Sq.Ft
0

Land Value
Building Value

2013
$334,992

$0
$0
Generated On : 7/12/2016

$418,740

$418,740
$334,992
7/12/16, 9:48
AM

School Board
Exemption Value
Taxable Value

$0

$0

$0

$405,340

$368,491

$334,992

$0

$0

$0

$405,340

$368,491

$334,992

$0

$0

City
Exemption Value
Taxable Value
Regional
Exemption Value
Taxable Value

$0

Sales Information
Previous Sale
11/01/1993

Price
$180,000

OR Book-Page
16137-0983

Qualification Description
Sales which are qualified

2016

2015

2014

$32,182

$32,182

$32,182

$0

$0

$0

$32,182

$32,182

County

Assessment Information

http://www.miamidade.gov/propertysearch/#/report/summary

Year

2014
$368,491

$0

Taxable Value Information

LOTS
29 & 30 & S6FT OF ALLEY N &321,820 Sq.Ft
Lot
Size
ADJ Built
& N30FT OF ST S & ADJ
Year

2015
$405,340

County

Summary Taxable
Report
Value

Assessment Information

Almost half (48%) of the
total number of lots in the
area are small lots below
20,000 SF.

$0

School Board

800 NW 33 ST
Note: Not
all benefits are applicable to all Taxable Values (i.e. County, School
Mailing
Address
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
Board, City, Regional).
Primary Zone
7100 INDUSTRIAL - LIGHT MFG
Primary Land Use
8 53 41 6 AC

$0

$0

$0

$0

Exemption Value

04-3108-002-1210
$0
$0
2601 E 11$0
AVE
$0
Hialeah, FL 33013-0000

Benefits Information

$0

2014 Taxable Value
Summary
Report

2016

Land Value

Owner
Benefit

2014

$0

Exemption Value

Year

Assessed
Value
Property
Address:

2015

County

Assessment Information

XF Value
Folio:
Market Value

2016

Exemption Value

2016

2015

2014

Taxable Value

$32,182

$32,182

$32,182

School Board

$0

$0

$0

Exemption Value

Page 1 of 2

$32,182
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The benefits outlined in this chapter depict what results
after developing an area focused around transit.

1. Economic Benefits

Facilitating people’s access to transit can help solve
many of the problems cities face today. In fact, with the
simple goal of prioritizing people instead of cars and
securing a safe and exciting experience for people as
they commute to their daily destinations, an area can
begin to see economic, environmental, social and health
benefits.

2. Environmental Benefits

This chapter highlights why investing in this kind of
development would make any area a more vibrant and
sustainable place for people to live, work and play. Hialeah
is already at an advantage for this kind of development
because of its existing high-quality transport. Focusing
on this advantage will see a revitalized city and a global
attraction in the years to come.

Ensures the majority of the population has access
to high quality public transportation and reduce
their dependence on personal motor vehicles.
Ensures that all residents and workers have access
to high quality public transportation, reducing
vehicle pollution.

3. Health Benefits

Creates incentives for different forms of
transportation, promoting a healthier lifestyle.

4. Social Benefits

Reduces the need to travel far to reach different
destinations, ensures activation of public spaces at
all hours, promotes social interaction.

source: TOD Standard
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS

WHY TOD?

The primary goal behind TOD regulations is to focus
development around high-quality transit in order to
increase ridership and decrease automobile use. The
changes that have to be made to achieve this goal while
ensuring a sustainable and resilient development has a
number of secondary benefits for the city and the people
who reside in it.
In order to achieve the goal of increasing transit
ridership, while at the same time promoting a
sustainable development, it is important to consider
an individual’s trip from their home to the station, the
time spent at the station while they wait for transport,

and finally, the individual’s trip from the second station
to their destination. Enhancing this experience is what
will ultimately convince people to start using public
transportation.
Individuals may utilize a number of modes of transport
to complete the journey they take from their homes to
the station and from the station to their destination.
They may walk, ride a bicycle, ride a bus, or in many
cases, combine at least two of these options. Regardless
of what mode of transportation an individual chooses,
the journey must be a safe and pleasant one.

EXISTING
@!#%!

@!#%!

LATE!

@!#%!

LONG TIME TRIP
I
CAN DO
LAUNDRY !

LAUNDRY

M

THIS
BOOK IS
INTERESTING!

CAFE

FIRST SEGMENT

I
WILL BE
THERE ON
TIME!

M
LAUNDRY

RAIL

PROPOSED

CAFE

LAST SEGMENT

SHORT TIME TRIP

source: FLICKR user Bent Tranberg

source: Paris by Train

source: shutterstock
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1. Economic Benefits

“Working families who move
far from work to find affordable
housing end up spending their
savings on transportation.”
-Center for TOD

source: Simplicity Photography

TOD developments have proven to be beneficial
in many ways to a lot of different people, including
new and existing residents, transit agencies, local
governments, local merchants, developers, investors,
property owners, and all of those who do not want to
drive.1 The following are some of the economic benefits:
•

•
•

The increase in revenues from the development
allows governments lower tax rates in the cities
and compete with the suburbs, which is one of the
reasons people seek to live outside the city in the
first place
Increase use of vacant buildings and land
rehabilitated or replaced
Increase transit ridership at a lower cost than if bus
service or parking structures are needed to bring

1 “Why Transit-Oriented Development and Why Now?” Center for
TOD.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

riders to stations
Increase foot traffic for local businesses
Mixed-income housing
Increases and sustains property values
Height and density pay for community benefits and
affordability
Reduce infrastructure costs (as opposed to sprawl)
Improved access to job centers and economic
opportunity for low-income people and working
families
Expanded mobility choices that reduce dependence
on the automobile, reduce transportation costs and
free up household income for other purposes
Increase in public and private investments
Increase access to different areas of the city,
stimulating economic activity2

2 “Why Transit-Oriented Development and Why Now?” Center for
TOD.

Reduced Travel Expenditures
While the average family
spends about 19% of
the household budget
on transportation,
and households in
auto-dependent
neighborhoods spend
25%, households in
walkable neighborhoods
with good transit access
and a mix of housing,
jobs, and shops spend
just 9%.
source: Center for TOD
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS

WHY TOD?

2. Social Benefits
A TOD that keeps people in mind above else yields to
a number of social benefits mostly revolving around
creating a sense of community and providing access
and opportunity to all different kinds of people mixedincomes and diverse backgrounds.
Because higher density means an increase of large
families around the area, TODs also create complete
communities. “A ‘complete community” is opportunityrich; all people have access to quality housing,
education, employment opportunities, open space and
recreation, retail, places of worship, health care and
transportation.”1
The following are some of the benefits of complete
communities:
• Reduce spending on transportation by driving less
• Reduce obesity by increasing physical activity
• Reduce stress by shortening commute times and
increasing personal time at home with families
• Improve educational outcomes through access to
stable housing and a range of supporting activities2

Another positive outcome of having schools in
proximity to transit is the shared use of the common
spaces for the entire community. Such spaces include
libraries and community centers that help foster
social interaction and can host other activities such as
fairs and markets.3 This provides a sense of place for
residents and instills civic pride.
By creating diverse densified spaces for social
interaction, a TOD helps a city to become a global
attraction, a destination. By providing a varied mix
of built uses, such as restaurants, shops, and parks,
the area is ensured around-the-clock activity while
providing people with their daily needs at a walking
distance. This enlivens a neighborhood which would
usually lack activity after business hours and helps it
become an attraction for people who do not live there.

Having a school near transit brings many benefits to
families and children. Children who have access to
high quality public transport can choose to attend a
school that fits their needs and is not necessarily in
their neighborhood. They can also choose to attend
after school activities that enhance their educational
experience if they know they can rely on transit to get
back home. Consequently, their parents do not have to
spend time in their cars seeking their children at a time
that might interrupt their work or schedule.
1 TOD and Families. Center for TOD.
2 TOD and Families. Center for TOD.

source: Mikes Travel Guide

3 TOD and Families. Center for TOD.

source: HafenCity Hamburg

source: utown.ubc.ca
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3. Environmental Benefits
Among the more apparent environmental benefits
from a TOD is cleaner air because of reduced gas
emissions by automobiles. By providing access to
high-quality transport, people do not have to depend
on their automobiles to get to their destinations. For
places that are nearby, TODs provide access to different
uses within a short walk so that there is no need for
automobiles either.

source: European Cyclists’ Federation

produce. The benefits come full cycle when this means
that there is no need to use the automobile to bring
produce to the area.
Perhaps not as apparent are the benefits that TODs
bring to the environment because of its implementation
of mixed-uses and increasing density. Higherdensity buildings means lower heating and cooling
expenses from embedded energy savings of sharedwall construction. There is also an improved energy
efficiency in buildings of higher density because of
district heating/ cooling for and combined heat and
power.
Another environmental benefit from mixed uses is
the efficient use of land, energy and resources. For
instance, commercial buildings tend to waste a lot of
heat and require little energy to heat water, which is
the opposite for residential buildings. By building these
two types in proximity to each other, the waste heat
from commercial buildings can be used to heat water in
residential buildings.

TODs help cities become more sustainable by adding
more trees and green spaces throughout. By reducing
travel lane widths, there is more space on the street
to add more trees, which protect people from the
sun, heat and rain. Trees also help clean the air from
pollutants.

High density can also help implement environmental
innovations that rely on volume. An example of this
is producing renewable energy from wastewater
or combustible waste. An area with a large number
of residents will produce enough waste to put this
innovation in motion.

The addition of more green spaces, especially in lieu
of surface parking, helps reduce heat-island effects
by converting impermeable and dry surfaces into
permeable and moist ones. Green spaces also help
recharge groundwater, which in turn produce healthier
gardens and increases the availability of homegrown

Because the idea behind a TOD is to reduce the
dependency of vehicles, thereby decreasing traffic and
congestion, it is likely that in the future, these town
centers might eliminate the need for vehicles altogether
and implement electric vehicles.1
1 Cervero, Robert and Sullivan, Cathleen. Green TODs.

Solar panels in Vauban, Freiburg, Germany - source: utoronto.ca
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS

WHY TOD?

4. Health Benefits
In recent times it has come to light that car-centric cities
are not the best for its residents, in particular because
of how it affects people’s health. A city that prioritizes
vehicles makes it harder and more unsafe for people to
get around on foot. A TOD can overturn these negative
effects and promote healthier lifestyles by encouraging
walking and biking.
TODs encourage higher density and mixed uses,
therefore people do not need to go far to reach
different destinations for different services. This makes
the incentive for people to walk or bike more, which is
paramount for the healthy growth of any city.

people since its presence contributes to the severity of
asthma and other cardio-pulmonary diseases.3
Finally, it is also believed that an improved overall
quality of life stems directly from some of the design
components of TODs, particularly avoiding traffic, which
causes stress. Designing so that public destinations
are closer together allows more social interaction,
which is also beneficial for people’s well-being. Smaller
design components have major effects as well, such
the addition of trees and more open space, which have
been proven to promote happiness and mental health.4

Avoiding health complications can be as easy as
walking or cycling every day, even if it is only the time
during the day in which a person walks or bikes to and
from the transit station to commute to work. In fact,
“the public health community recognizes that lack of
physical activity, and a decline in bicycling and walking
in particular, is a major contributor to the hundreds
of thousands of deaths caused by heart attacks and
strokes.”1
Another positive side effect of reducing the need for
automobiles is fewer automobile crashes and increased
pedestrian safety. This is due to better urban design
of the streets encouraged for TODs, including making
vehicle lanes narrower and calming traffic to encourage
a reduction in vehicle speed.2
source: US News

Combined with the positive effects it has for the
environment, reduced air pollution is also beneficial for
1 Pedestrian and Bicyclist Crash Statistics. Pedestrian and Bicycle
Information Center.
2 “Measuring Benefits of Transit Oriented Development.” Mineta
National Transit Research Consortium.

3 Pedestrian and Bicyclist Crash Statistics. Pedestrian and Bicycle
Information Center.
4 Pedestrian and Bicyclist Crash Statistics. Pedestrian and Bicycle
Information Center.

“The public health community recognizes that lack of
physical activity, and a decline in bicycling and walking
in particular, is a major contributor to the hundreds
of thousands of deaths caused by heart attacks and
strokes.”
-Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center
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source: bechtloff-steffen.de
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THESIS

EXISTING

FUTURE

INDUSTRIAL TOD

MIXED-USE TOD

source: Apple Maps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO 24-HOUR ACTIVITIES
NOT ENOUGH RESIDENTIAL OPTIONS
LIMITED USES
LIMITED DENSITY + HEIGHT
NO OPEN SPACES
NO ESTABLISHED IDENTITY OR CHARACTER
NO SERVICES FOR COMMUTERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24-HOUR ACTIVITIES
INCREASED RESIDENTIAL OPTIONS
MIXED USES
WELL BALANCED DENSITY + HEIGHT
CREATION OF NEW OPEN SPACES
CHARACTER - SENSE OF PLACE
NEW SERVICES FOR COMMUTERS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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4
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PLANNING PRINCIPLES

IDENTITY + CHARACTER

HEALTHY COMMUNITY

HOUSING CHOICES

•

Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian
friendly, and mixed-use. Districts generally
emphasize a special single use and should follow the
principles of neighborhood design when possible.
Corridors are regional connectors of neighborhoods
and districts; they range from boulevards and rail
lines to rivers and parkways.

•

Ideally, a successful neighborhood will offer the
opportunity to reside, work, and carry out the other
activities of daily life (i.e., shopping, recreation,
entertainment, religious and cultural events,
education, etc.) all within an area of comfortable
walking distance. To achieve this, a thoughtful
mix of residential, employment, commercial and
community serving uses should be promoted in a
densely developed and well-designed urban fabric.

•

Many activities of daily living should occur within
walking distance, allowing independence to those
who do not drive, especially the elderly and the
young. Interconnected networks of streets should be
designed to encourage walking, reduce the number
and length of automobile trips, and conserve energy.

•

Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing
types and price levels can bring people of diverse
ages, races, and incomes into daily interaction,
strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential
to an authentic community.

•

Transit corridors, when properly planned and
coordinated, can help organize metropolitan
structure and revitalize urban centers.

•

Appropriate building densities and land uses should
be within walking distance of transit stops, permitting
public transit to become a viable alternative to the
automobile.

•

24-hour environments should be encouraged. A

CULTURE

IMPROVED LIFESTYLE

common feature of prosperous metropolitan cores
is a “24-hour environment”: a broad and diverse
offering of cultural, entertainment, and recreational
options that attract and engage residents and
visitors on weekends and after the workday ends.
This environment encourages social interaction
and is a catalyst for economic vitality and attracting
businesses and residents.
•

Concentrations of civic, institutional, and commercial
activity should be embedded in neighborhoods
and districts, not isolated in remote, single-use
complexes. Schools should be sized and located to
enable children to walk or bicycle to them.

•

A range of parks, from tot-lots and village greens to
community gardens, should be distributed within
neighborhoods. Conservation areas and open lands
should be used to define and connect different
neighborhoods and districts.

•

The revitalization of urban places depends on safety
and security. The design of streets and buildings
should reinforce safe environments, but not at the
expense of accessibility and openness.

•

Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and
interesting to the pedestrian. Properly configured,
they encourage walking and enable neighbors to
know each other and protect their communities.

•

Sustainability1

A series of recommendations are proposed in this study
to allow development surrounding the Metrorail and
Tri Rail Stations in the City of Hialeah to occur under a
foreseeable framework, encouraging easier access to
quality public transportation for residents and visitors
alike, increasing density, reducing the need for parking,
adding more diverse built forms, increasing open space
and access to all of these spaces and destinations within.
1 Congress of New Urbanism
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Outlined in this chapter are recommendations for Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) around Transfer Station in
Hialeah. The goal is to encourage compact, mixed-use
development around rail connectivity while creating a
new, vibrant, destination.
Transfer Station will have more than 150 acres that can
support increased density, open space and a vibrant
lifestyle connected to Metro Rail and Tri-Rail. The area
will also see an increase in affordable housing through
its sheer proximity to high-quality transportation.
Household costs will drop dramatically by being within
walking distance of rail transit that connects to all of
Miami-Dade County’s major job centers.
The recommendations set forth in this chapter are
descriptive and intended to depict the requirements
needed for the evolution of the area surrounding
Transfer Station. These recommendations are further
defined through a set of implementation tools proposed
to satisfy the current needs of the district, and create
processes for long term implementation.

1. Transit

The development focuses around improved
high-quality transit service, facilitating access to
it, therefore boosting ridership and decreasing
dependency on vehicular transport. High-quality
transit must be achieved by improving the
infrastructure of the station and the development
surrounding it.

2. Density

Encourage a variety of housing types and sizes,
including smaller residential units. Increase density
to incentivize development.

3. Parking

Propose new parking policies to reduce car
dependency while promoting pedestrian
connections and sustainable vehicular usage.
Provide park-and-ride facilities for commuters
especially to and from the Hospital and the Airport.

4. Uses & Building Types

Introduce and increase mixed-use and mixedincome development. Propose compatible legacy
manufacturing uses. Increase and incentivize
affordable housing options.

5. Open Space

Identify new open space locations and opportunistic
amenity interventions. Create a system of funding
and implementation for a district wide open space
network.

6. Multi-modal Connectivity

Recommend a hierarchical thoroughfare system.
Encourage block permeability to promote nonmotorized circulation. Identify potential public
transportation improvements and adopt Complete
Street Policies.

7. Character

Propose a policy-based system to maintain
the district’s character while allowing for its
development and growth.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

PROPOSED REGULATING PLAN
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Recommended

“Successful sustainable cities in
the 21st century will prioritize
people by integrating transport
and urban developments.”

a. Transfer Station should be the prominent
feature of the area undergoing redevelopment.
b. Use Transfer Station as the catalyst for major
redevelopment of the area.
c.

Improve existing Transfer Station facilities to
make navigation easier and increase transit
ridership.

-Institute for Transportation & Development Policy

The City of Hialeah is already at a great advantage to
implement TOD regulations because of its proximity
to existing regional and inter city rails. The existing
train station that the TOD will revolve around is the
Tri-Rail and Metrorail Transfer Station. The following
recommendations will help reap the benefits of
incremental development around public transportation.

2. Use station as catalyst for major redevelopment of
area and great placemaking around station2

1. Train station should be prominent feature of
Hialeah center1

•

Hialeah Transfer Station not only connects people to
neighboring City of Miami, but to Miami International
Airport as well. It is recommended to make the station
the focus point of the entire development, since the
station is the arrival point for many visitors, and the area
surrounding the station will serve the community.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

1 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org.

Designate a coherent 1/2 mile radius boundary
around station as higher density, mixed-use,
walkable development.
Create highest of densities immediately around the
station.
Design the site around the station with seamless
pedestrian connections to surrounding development.
Create a public space directly fronting one or more
sides of the station building.
Create retail and cafe streets leading to station
entrances along main pedestrian connections.
Reduce parking in front of station, and relocate to
enhance pedestrian access.
Enhance multi-modal connections, making transfers
easy, direct, and comfortable.
Incorporate bikeshare and large ride-in parking
areas.3

2 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org.
3 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org.

Hialeah Transfer Station - source: PlusUrbia
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. TRANSIT

3. Improve existing transit station
In order to better access to Hialeah Transfer Station,
there need to be clear, signalized paths to and from
that station to different destinations that are easy to
navigate. It is also pertinent to improve the station
infrastructure, allowing access to station from all sides,
using placemaking and visual icons that orient people
and provide an easy and intuitive route to the transit
station. This will encourage more people to use public
transport rather than their personal vehicles to get to
destinations that are farther than a walk away.
It is also recommended to enhance waiting areas and
amenities for passengers at the station. The transit
station has to function as a stop for through service or
as a center for routes that terminate at the district.

source: Denver Infill

Improved Access to Station

The main elements around the train station area to
consider to improve access are the following:
•

Adequate lighting

•

Eyes-on-the-street

•

Well maintained public realm

•

Safety buffer for bikes

•

Safety buffer for pedestrians

•

People-friendly traffic speeds

•

Clear safety signage

•

Pleasant landscaping

•

Strategically placed pedestrian amenities

•

High quality sidewalks

•

Clear, safe crossings

•

Seamless transit mode transfer

•

Operating and sufficient bicycle facilities

•

High quality signage

•

Parking and drop-off is streamlined

•

Curbs and curb ramps provided

•

Navigating the public realm is intuitive and easy1

The connection from Transfer Station to the Amtrak
Station must also undergo improvements to encourage
ridership for both transit lines and further facilitate the
commute for riders.

1 First Last Mile Strategic Plan.

AXIAL CONNECTIONS
CONNECTION TO AMTRAK STATION
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VISUALIZING DENSITY

Las Vegas, Nevada | Density: 4 DUA
2 Parking Spaces per Unit Required | source: Google Earth

17th Arrondissement. Paris | Density: 79 DUA
No Parking Required | source: Google Earth

5th Avenue District 8, New York, New York | Density: 94
DUA No Parking Required | source: Google Earth
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RECOMMENDATIONS

2. DENSITY

a. Create a mix of market rate housing units
Recommended
a. Create a mix of market rate housing units
b. Allow a range of densities
c.

Increase the maximum heights through an
incremental scale

d. Reduce parking to incentivize smaller units

A mix of market rate and housing units and types,
including rental units, ownership units, multi-family
units, and accessory apartments, is necessary to
accommodate the diversity and lifestyles of existing
and future residents It is recommended that the
neighborhood assures the integration of various
economic sectors to stimulate a positive formation of
urban space.
b. Allow a range of densities

The making of vibrant, diverse, and exciting urbanism is
directly related to the concentration of population and
activity. The more density the highest range of people,
public spaces, buildings, facilities, services, and choices.

Increasing density and allowing more residential
options that cater to people of all incomes, for people
who work at the medical corridor on E 25th Street that
extends from E 8th Avenue to E 4th Avenue, as well as
people who come to and from the airport.

The direct benefit of higher density of buildings joint
with other essential attributes achieves the following:

c. Increase the maximum heights through an
incremental scale

•

Reduction in land used, infrastructure, and 		
energy cost

Create a range of densities with highest at station,
tapering down to surrounding sigle-family residential
neighborhooods.

•

Less time spent traveling

d. Reduce parking to incentivize smaller units

•

Concentration of knowledge and innovative 		
activity

•

Reduction in crime and increase in safety

A reduction of parking requirements to encourage
the development of smaller units is recommended to
increase the density of the area.

•

Preservation and/or creation of green spaces

•

Encouragement of greater physical activity, with
consequent health benefits

•

Fostering of social connectivity and vitality

source: NAAS.org.uk

Current Condition at Hialeah Transfer Station

Example of proposed Future Condition with TOD development
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Recommended
a. Reduce parking requirements
b. Create a Parking Improvement Trust Fund
where developers can pay-in-lieu of parking
c.

New public parking structures

d. Preserve parking for adaptive reuses
e. Price on-street parking to manage demand
f.

1 EVCS (Electric Vehicle Charging Station) for
every 20 parking spaces provided

New parking policies are recommended to reduce car
dependency while promoting pedestrian connections
and sustainable vehicular usage. It is important to
preserve as much on-street parking as possible not only
to preserve it but because parallel parking creates the
most positive pedestrian experience. Parked vehicles
provide protection for the pedestrian on the sidewalk
from moving vehicles. On-street parking also tends to
slow traffic by providing the perception that drivers need
to pay attention and slow down.
a. Reduction of parking requirements
Replacing minimum off-street parking requirements
with parking maximums and the existence of centralized
parking and more transportation options will promote
walkability and reduce the need for more automobile
use. Therefore, it is recommended to reduce and
manage parking within the 10-minute walking distance
of the train station.

•

Rate per space is TBD

•

Parking Improvement Trust Fund to be used for the
purposes of subsidizing the acquisition

•

Construction and operation of parking facilities
(joint venture with private or public entity);
marketing parking and transit facilities; right of way
improvements related to parking and transit; and
associated administrative expenses

c. Centralized public parking structures
The concept is to create an environment where those
who arrive by car can park and then walk to several
destinations. Rather than driving to each destination
separately, people only use cars when they have
completed their activities in the area and are ready to
depart. Centralized parking structures are also useful to
those who need to park their cars and continue on their
way to the airport, Hollywood, or Fort Lauderdale, or to
use the Metrorail to reach their different destinations.
The goals behind this strategy are to consolidate
parking, enable walking, and reduce the burden on
property owners of mandated parking requirements
on-site. This strategy encourages walking and decreases
traffic congestion by creating mixed-use, compact
developments.
Parking should be treated among matters of public
infrastructure rather than just a private endeavor on
private properties. Identify potential location for a
centralized parking structure and start approaching
private developers to create a private/public partnership.
Public/Private Parking structures are recommended to
support the existing parking deficiencies.

Reduce parking requirements to one (1) parking space
per dwelling unit, with the option of buying extra parking
spaces.
b. Parking Improvement Trust Fund
It is recommended to create a Parking Improvement
Trust Fund to improve the overall quality of parking and
transit in the area.
Example of the requirements:
•

Payment to be made to Parking Improvement Trust
Fund for the benefit of Hialeah

•

Payment-in-Lieu of parking should be by right and
not by waiver from the Planning Department

•

Payment in full of Fee-in-Lieu to be made prior to
the TCO or CO date, at which time a parking waiver
certificate will be issued and recorded

•

No financing or rental Fee-in-Lieu
36

source: bauforumstahl.de

RECOMMENDATIONS

3. PARKING

Propose new parking policies
to reduce car dependency
while promoting pedestrian
connections and sustainable
vehicular usage.
source: chrischapmanphotography.net

Going forward, off-street parking will continue to be
less important since people will be more likely to use
alternative modes of transportation (such as car share,
bike share and public transportation) to travel between
work and home.

Proposed Centralized Parking Locations

d. Adaptive Reuse Parking Requirements
A maximum of 50% of the existing parking may be
repurposed. Any further reduction of legacy parking
should be paid for and transferred to the Fee-in-Lieu
Program.
Additions of no more than 10% of the total SF of the
original structure’s floor area not to exceed 2,500 SF
should be allowed with no extra parking requirements.
e. Price on-street parking to manage demand1
Revenues of on-street parking are to be directed to
the Parking Improvement Trust Fund so they can be
redirected toward area improvements.
f. Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
In new development EVCS are recommended.
The creation of a Parking Improvement Trust Fund,
parking reductions with proximity to a parking structure,
the reduction for parking requirements for dwelling
units, the adaptive reuse parking requirements and
the EVCS are all part of a unified solution. They create
a variety of economic incentives to help build parking
structures which are a more efficient way to satisfy the
need for parking as well as to promote pedestrian traffic
and livability.

1 TOD Standard, ITDP

PROPOSED CENTRALIZED PARKING LOCATIONS
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Recommended
a. Densify blocks with mixed-use buildings
b. Introduce new housing types near transit at
high density
c.

Allow more residential options catering to the
working class

d. Create specialized retail at train station serving
commuters and locals including cafes, grocery,
dry cleaners, etc.
e. Introduce schools and office spaces to the
neighborhood
f.

Add
manufacturing-enabled
commercial uses

retail

to

a. Densify blocks with mixed-use buildings
One of the more important components of a TOD
is to create compact, mixed-use and mixed-income
development. To achieve this, it is ideal to have buildings
with higher density around the station and taper down
as you move further away. It is important to include
residential, commercial, retail, office and recreational
space, as well as creating horizontal and vertical mixeduse development.

dependency on the automobile, there is a parallel
increased need to be able to consolidate trips to fulfill
needs. The concept of one-stop shopping is the reason
why there needs to be restaurants, consumer goods,
household services, and professional services around
the transit station. This allows a person to take care of
as many errands as possible on their commute to or
from work, and eradicates the need to take multiple
trips to other locations. The different commercial spaces
will also help to activate the area at other times other
than rush hour in the morning and afternoon, such as
midday, evenings and during the weekends.
e. Introduce schools and office spaces to the
neighborhood
With increased density comes a demand for schools so
it is recommended to allow for schools to be in this area.
Office uses are encouraged as well, since it is important
to attract people to use transport to commute to work
from other areas.

b. Introduce a variety of new housing types near
transit station at high density
Living in the vicinity of the train station encourages people
to use public transportation to get to their destinations.
A variety of housing types assures a versatile and flexible
development that will attract a diverse population.
c. More residential options

source: Tengbom

To accommodate the diversity and lifestyles of existing
and future residents it is recommended to allow a mix
of residential options. This includes but is not limited
to single-family residences, community residences,
and multi-family housing. The variety of residential
options will attract hospital workers to the area and
accommodate commuters traveling to and from the
airport. It is also recommended to increase affordable
housing.
d. Create specialized retail at train station
Create specialized retail at train station serving
commuters and locals including cafes, grocery, dry
cleaners, and those services catered to commuters.1
Retail in the vicinity of the train station is what is going
to activate the entire development. With the increasing
demand for a walkable lifestyle and therefore less
1 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org
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One-stop destination

RECOMMENDATIONS

4. USES & BUILDING TYPES

f. Manufacturing-Enabled Retail
It is recommended to eliminate light Industrial uses and
in commercial uses allowed by right, a new category
should be added: Manufacturing-Enabled Retail.
Manufacturing-Enabled Retail should be permitted
under these conditions:
•

Must have a retail (outlet) component

•

Maximum area: 20,000 SF

•

Must be on the ground floor

•

Parking requirement: 3 spaces max. per 1000 SF

Eliminating heavy industrial uses in these new transect
zones is necessary because of health and safety for
future residents. There is going to be a large number of
people moving to the area, therefore heavy industrial
uses are no longer viable.

Examples of uses allowed in Manufacturing-Enabled
Retail are: bakeries, breweries, confectionery, ice cream
stores, custom woodworking, making and assembling
of art and craft products, made and assembled in the
district, ironworks, jewelry stores, etc.

“The best examples [of TODs] are those in which the transit station
is both a desirable destination and a centerpiece of the community
where people meet, eat, celebrate, play, and, most importantly,
shop.”
-CBRE

source: investcph.com
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Recommended
a. Acquire more land for publicly accessible open
spaces
b. Improve public safety with natural surveillance
with housing doors and windows fronting
public spaces
c.

Create a Bonus Program where part of its
resources could be used to acquire, create,
and maintain green spaces

d. Promote private art parklets

Identify the opportunity between private/ public
partnerships to help fund and create open space.
It is also recommended to create a plaza on one or
both sides of the transit station. Initially, while parking
structures are constructed, this space can be used as
parking; during the weekends it can be used for a market
or other community activities.
b. Improve public safety with natural surveillance
Require that neighboring buildings front all public spaces
with doors and windows. This provides open spaces with
natural surveillance making them safer for everyone.
This also encourages activity around-the clock, and not
just during business hours.

a. Acquire more land for public open space
In order for a TOD development to be successful and
allow the area to thrive as a community there must
be access to small parks and green spaces. Access to
parks and green spaces is a key element of quality of
life in urban neighborhoods, as these types of spaces
provide an essential break in an urban environment. It
is therefore vital that a series of green spaces and parks,
preferably linked by greenways, be developed within the
neighborhood and that existing green spaces and parks
be enhanced to provide an amenity to the quality of life
for existing and future residents. These green spaces,
parks, and greenways will be an important element in
developing and maintaining community aesthetics and
identity, providing recreational and social opportunities
for residents and visitors, and attracting new residents
and businesses.
One way to acquire land for public open space is to use
interior easements as pedestrian cross-block passages.
This will facilitate pedestrian access throughout the area
and help connect all public open spaces.
It is also recommended to increase setbacks in specific
locations in order to encourage open space within each
development.

Recommendations for private/public
open spaces:
•

Natural surveillance (doors and windows
facing open spaces)

•

Activate the place with regular activity

•

Shape the public space with carefully placed
trees and/or buildings surrounding its edges

•

Open and frame the views into and from
within the space

•

Provide shade

•

Access for pedestrians from the street is
very important

•

Slow down traffic close to open spaces

•

Provide flexible open spaces for diverse
functions

•

Reserve places for symbols of civic pride and
uniqueness

•

Create low-maintenance self-sustainable
open spaces

source: toposmagazine.com
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RECOMMENDATIONS

5. OPEN SPACE

c. Create a Bonus Program
A Bonus Program can be implemented in which part of
its resources could be used to acquire, create, maintain
and restore green spaces. Bonus development rights
can be acquired through the Public Benefits program.
d. Promote private parks
Because it can take a long time to acquire land for public
parks, one way to achieve this faster is by incentivizing
the creation of private parks.
An advantage to private parks is that development can
increase the amount of retail frontage resulting in more
profitable projects. Access for pedestrians from the
ARTICLE
4. TABLE
7 CIVIC
TYPES
street
is key
in aSPACE
successful
urban parklet.

source: HafenCity Hamburg

Proposed Open Space Locations

It is recommended to include private parklets in the
Bonus Program.

s and Open Space provided by the Public Benefits Program.
y and shall be open to the public. Civic Space Types may be publicly or

A Park may
d consist of
onservation

be spatially
n and trees,
be 4 acres.

Examples of public open spaces

es. A square
scape shall
intersection
be 2 acres.

Square

aza shall be
shall consist
roughfares.

Plaza

and visually

Courtyard/
Garden

Playground
n residential
nd Greens.

Playground

d to pedesenfronting a
nd T6-80, a

Pedestrian
Passage

generally to
ity gardens

Community
Garden
source: Miami 21

OPPORTUNITIES FOR OPEN SPACE
TRAIN STATIONS
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Successful urban environments are supported by a
variety of mobility choices giving residents the freedom
to move about comfortably, whether on foot, bicycle,
public transit or automobile. People coming to Hialeah
are more likely to use alternative modes of transportation
like car share, bike share and public transportation if
they are easy to use and safe. It is important to provide
the infrastructure necessary for this variety of mobility
choices to happen.

source: Deviant Art user eternaltao
E 32nd ST

E 31st ST

E 29th ST

E 28th ST

E 11th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 9th AVE

E 30th ST

E 27th ST

source: SkyScraperCity user Pansori

E 26th ST

E 24th ST

E 23rd ST

NW 37th AVE

E 25th ST

E 22nd ST

source: The Urban Observer

E 21st ST
E 20th ST

E 19th ST

E 18th ST

MAJOR THOROUGHFARE

SHARED STREET

PRIMARY STREET

RAILWAY

SECONDARY STREET
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source: PlusUrbia

RECOMMENDATIONS

6. MULTI-MODAL CONNECTIVITY

Recommended
a. Increase pedestrian and cyclist access
b. Create a safe pedestrian environment
c.

Create complete streets

d. Activate streetfronts
e. Increase access
source: cbc.ca

a. Increase pedestrian and cyclist access
•

Increase pedestrian and cyclist access throughout
the development and especially to the transit station

•

Enable a 10-minute walking radius around station

•

Enhance multi-modal connections, making transfers
easy, direct, and comfortable

•

Provide bike lanes and parallel parking on either side
of 25th Street.

•

Increase pedestrian access by creating comfortable
walking distances between destinations and
reducing distance between intersections.

•

Design station site for seamless pedestrian
connections to surrounding development

•

Incorporate bikeshare, a comprehensive bikeway
network, and large ride-in bike parking areas, bike
share rental system1

different design elements to create them, such as widen
sidewalks, narrow lane widths, shorter crosswalks,
medians, special bus lanes, protected bike lanes, and
other unique elements depending on the context.
A shared street is a type of complete street in which
pedestrians and cyclists have equal priority to cars.
d. Activate streetfronts
Activate streetfront along 10th street with mixed-use
buildings at east end of block.
Replot parcels to run east-west so that buildings will
front 11th street, creating a street front lined with retail,
activating the corridor with pedestrian activity.

b. Create a safe pedestrian environment

Encourage a successful pedestrian commercial corridor
with facades with constant clear glass windows and
many entrances leading to station. Create retail and
cafe streets leading to station entrances along main
pedestrian connection3

•

Continue with efforts to paint crosswalks, plant trees
for shade and provide good lighting along streets

e. Increase access

•

Promote pedestrian safety by widening sidewalks,
implementing medians and making driving lanes
smaller to reduce vehicle speed and creating more
open space.

Facilitate access to public parks and green spaces

•

Pedestrianize streets by creating plazas and areas
buffered from vehicle lanes.

•

Use speed table crossings to reduce motor vehicle
speeds2

c.

Create complete streets

It is crucial to increase access to jobs, retail and public
space in order to decrease vehicle travel.
Generate more and increase access to public spaces to
create a walkable, pedestrian-friendly corridor running
north-south through Transfer Station.

Complete streets are those that consider pedestrians
and other forms of transportation and not just vehicles.
A complete street makes it safe for every different
kind of user, including pedestrians, cyclists, public
transportation and vehicles. While there is no set design
for all complete streets, it is important to consider the
1 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org
2 TOD Standard, ITDP
3 Transit Oriented Development Institute, tod.org

source: The City Fix Brasil
source: FLICKR user NYCDOT
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6. MULTI-MODAL CONNECTIVITY

E 30th ST

E 30th ST

E 28th ST

E 9th AVE

E 29th ST

E 29th ST

E 28th ST

E 27th ST

E 26th ST

E 26th ST

E 25th ST

E 25th ST

E 23rd ST

NW 37th AVE

E 27th ST

E 24th ST

E 23rd ST

E 22nd ST

E 22nd ST

E 21st ST

E 21st ST

E 20th ST

E 20th ST

E 19th ST

E 19th ST

E 18th ST

E 18th ST

BUS ROUTES

BIKE LANES (DEDICATED)
BIKE ROUTES (SHARED)
BIKE PATHS (OFF-STREET)

NW 37th AVE

E 31st ST

E 11th AVE

E 31st ST

E 10th AVE

E 32nd ST

E 24th ST
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source: Seattle Bike Blog

E 32nd ST

E 11th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 9th AVE

source: SFMTA.com

RECOMMENDATIONS

7. CHARACTER

Recommended
a. Create vistas
b. Establish Design Review Board
c.

Create design guidelines/review
standards

d. Establish setbacks
source: By the Motorway

a. Create vistas

E 32nd ST

In order to contribute to the pedestrian experience
and allow people to enjoy the rich context and scenic
opportunities of the proposed urbanism, it is important
to create paths and spaces featuring these attributes
through terminated and framed vistas.

E 26th ST

b. Design Review Board

d. Setbacks
In order to maintain an engaging pedestrian experience
it is recommended increase setbacks. Increased setbacks
allow for wider sidewalks, which promotes walkability by
making a safer walk for pedestrians.
Legacy structures and warehouses that embody the
area’s past should be restored.

E 24th ST

E 23rd ST

NW 37th AVE

E 25th ST

It is recommended to create a Design Review Board to
ensure that development is consistent with the vision for
Hialeah. It will be responsible for determining whether
development applications satisfy the Design Review
Standards. The Board could be comprised of design
professionals, stakeholders and tenants.
A set of design Guidelines/Review Standards need to be
created specifically for Hialeah TOD.

E 28th ST

E 27th ST

Framed vistas, on the other hand, are enjoyed from a
fixed location. Because the focal point is admired from
a stationary standpoint, it is important to consider the
design of the location from which the vista is enjoyed.

c. Design guidelines/review standards

E 29th ST

E 11th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 30th ST

E 9th AVE

Terminated vistas are those in which a procession of
spaces or a clear path is provided at the focal point of
which an element of special interest or beauty resides.
While the element itself terminates the vista, it is
important to consider the design of the pathway and
spaces leading up to it.

E 31st ST

E 22nd ST

E 21st ST
E 20th ST

E 19th ST

E 18th ST

VISTA TERMINATION
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CURRENT ZONING

commercial C1
commercial C2
commercial C3
commercial C4
industrial
residential R-1
residential R-2
residential R-3
(muti-family)
B1 Highly restricted retail
CURRENT ZONING MAP
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NW 35th AVE

PROPOSED ZONING

E 30th ST
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NW 36th AVE
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NW 37th AVE
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source: HafenCity

source: chuansong.me

IMPLEMENTATION

ZONES

MID-RISE
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Civic
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source: Denver Infill

source: spokesman.com

IMPLEMENTATION

ZONES

CIVIC
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Space

•

Minimum of 50% of its perimeter enfronting a
thoroughfare.

•

Sites should be entered directly from a thoroughfare.

•

One or more buildings may be built in each Civic
Space. Building floor area shall not exceed 25% of
the lot area of Civic Space, and shall support the
principal use of the Civic Space.

Refer to Street Master Plan
Refer to Street Master Plan
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•
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All community facility and Recreational Facility Uses
shall be government owned or operated only.
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TOD LEGISLATION

PHASE 1

A TOD legislation needs to be approved in order for
these recommendations to be implemented in Hialeah.
These include establishing a Parking Fund, Design Review
Committee, and an Improvement Program to create the
Bonus System. The proposed Regulating Plan should be
central to the TOD legislation, as it determines the uses,
densities, intensities, and the maximum and minimum
heights for new development.

The first phase of the development is foreseen to
occur around enclosing newly created open space. It is
important to establish nodes of development around the
open spaces, ensuring the main node of development
focuses on the existing train station.

Development should happen incrementally over time.
The following phases show how the development may
occur.
E 33rd ST

E 32nd ST

E 31st ST

E 30th ST

E 30th ST

E 28th ST

E 27th ST

E 26th ST

E 26th ST

E 25th ST

E 25th ST

E 24th ST

E 24th ST

E 23rd ST

NW 37th AVE

E 27th ST

E 23rd ST

E 21st ST
E 20th ST

E 19th ST

E 18th ST
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NW 37th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 9th AVE

E 11th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 28th ST

E 11th AVE

E 29th ST

E 29th ST

IMPLEMENTATION

CONCEPTUAL GRADUAL DEVELOPMENT

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

During the second phase of the development the nodes
focusing on open spaces must be connected. In this
fashion, nodes are extended in a linear manner rebuilding
pedestrian-friendly
connections
and
improving
infrastructure as development funds begin to establish
the economic basis for placemaking improvements.

The third and last phase of the development sees a
significant amount of infill in the area, expanding the
nodes and building along the streets connecting them.

E 33rd ST

E 33rd ST

E 32nd ST

E 32nd ST

E 31st ST

E 31st ST

E 30th ST

E 30th ST
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NW 37th AVE
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TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS AND BONUS CONCEPT

The concept of Transfer of Development Rights and Bonuses
allows flexibility in using both of them and at the same time funds
the Public Benefits Program.

ADDITIONAL RIGHTS: BONUS AND TDR
Additional Development can be attained in two ways, via:
•

Bonuses

•

Transfer Development Rights Program (TDR)

ADDITIONAL
RIGHTS

TDR
AND/OR
BONUS

THROUGH

ALLOWED HEIGHTS
High-rise permits 6 floors by right and allows up to 8
floors via bonuses and/or transfer of development rights
(TDR).

8
7
6

ADDITIONAL
RIGHTS
PERMITTED BY
RIGHT

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

HIGH-RISE
56

Mid-rise permits 4 floors by right and allows up to 2
floors via bonuses and/or transfer of development rights
(TDR).

MID-RISE

ADDITIONAL
RIGHTS
PERMITTED BY
RIGHT

IMPLEMENTATION

BONUSES

BONUSES
Bonus development rights could be attained through a
Public Benefits Program. The categories through which
additional rights can be attained are the following:
•

Affordable Housing
Affordable housing refers to housing, rental or
owner-occupied, that is affordable no matter 		
what one’s income is. The U.S. government 		
regards housing costs at or below 30% of one’s
income to be affordable.1

•

Public Park and Open Space

•

Legacy Structures

•

Green Building - LEED Certification

•

Civic Space and Civil Support

•

Public Centralized Parking Structures

* For all cash contribution to the Public Benefit Trust
Fund, the development shall be allowed additional Floor
Area up to the bonus Height and FLR described.
*The first full floor of additional development rights
must be attained via bonuses.

1 Affordable Housing Online

8

7

2FL

6

MAX ATTAINABLE
BONUSES

PERMITTED BY
RIGHT
6

5
5

2FL

4
4

MAX ATTAINABLE
BONUSES

PERMITTED BY
RIGHT

3
3
2
2
1
1

HIGH-RISE

MID-RISE
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TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS (TDR)
Unused development rights from properties within the
TOD may be transferred to other properties seeking
additional developments rights. This TDR program is
recommended to be self-contained within the TOD
development. No rights should be transfered to or
from outside the District. Development rights are not
perpetual and may be bought back.

CALCULATIONS OF BUILDABLE AREA

EXISTING STRUCTURE
PERMITTED LOT COVERAGE
LOT

ALLOWED BUILDABLE AREA = LOT COVERAGE x NUMBER OF FLOORS

5TH FL BUILDABLE AREA
4TH FL BUILDABLE AREA
3RD FL BUILDABLE AREA
2ND FL BUILDABLE AREA
1ST FL BUILDABLE AREA

TRANSFERABLE AREA = ALLOWED BUILDABLE AREA - EXISTING BUILT AREA
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IMPLEMENTATION
TDR

TDR EXAMPLES

SAME SIZE LOTS
TRANSFER

TRANSFERED
RIGHTS

UNUSED DEVELOPMENT
RIGHTS

PERMITTED BY
RIGHT
EXISTING BUILDING

B

A

DIFFERENT SIZE LOTS

TRANSFER

ADDITIONAL
RIGHTS NEEDED

UNUSED DEVELOPMENT
RIGHTS

EXISTING BUILDING

TRANSFERED
RIGHTS

B

A

CREATION OF GREEN SPACES

TRANSFER

TRANSFERED
RIGHTS

UNUSED DEVELOPMENT
RIGHTS
EXISTING BUILDING
BEING DEMOLISHED
NEW GREEN SPACE

PERMITTED BY
RIGHT

A

PERMITTED BY
RIGHT

B
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TDR TYPES
LEGACY STRUCTURES

TDR RESTRICTIONS

Legacy Structures are existing buildings which are
maintained or repurposed by the owner and the original
height and floor count are maintained the same. The
unused development rights of the legacy buildings can
be sold to the TDR program. The number of floors of
a legacy structure will be calculated depending on the
square footage.

Mid-rise and high-rise are only allowed to transfer 2
floors of development rights.
The minimum floor levels for a new development in a
mid-rise is 2 floors and 2 floors in a high-rise.
*The first full floor of additional development rights
must be attained via bonuses.

TDR FOR OPEN SPACES
Property owners can transfer all permitted development
rights in exchange to create an open space along the
entirety of the site. The owner can transfer 2 developable
floors on mid-rise and 2 developable floors on high-rise.

TRANSFERABLE FLOOR PER TRANSECT ZONE
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1
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HIGH-RISE
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MINIMUM
FLOORS

MID-RISE

TRANSFERABLE
FLOOR
MINIMUM
FLOORS

TDR PROCESS
TDR PROCESS

BUYER

The TDR program will be administrated by the City of
Hialeah. Owners of unused development rights can “sell”
and record their unused rights with the City. Developers
can in turn “buy” unused development rights from the
City to reach their desired building height within the
limitations established in the transect zone.

1. Buyer must apply to obtain a Certificate of Transfer,
which includes a survey, property legal description, proof
of ownership, unity of title (if applicable), and a zoning
verification letter for receiving site.

SELLERS

3. The certificate can then be used during the permitting
process of the project.

1. Sellers must apply to obtain a Certificate of Eligibility
to determine the amount Buildable Area Rights that can
be sold.

2. Upon approval Buyer will pay for development rights
and receive Certificate of Transfer.

2. Upon approval the Seller can be compensated for the
amount of Buildable Rights sold.

EXAMPLES: BONUS + TDR
If development seeks to maximize floor count the following diagrams show the different alternatives between bonus
and TDR that can be accomplished
BONUS: 1
TDR: 1

BONUS: 2
TDR: 0

BONUS: 1
TDR: 1

HIGH-RISE

MID-RISE

BONUS: 2
TDR: 0
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1-2

PROPOSED
The area directly west of Transfer Station, including
E 11th Avenue, should be designed keeping transit
riders in mind. This includes creating a plaza directly
across the street so that people can wait for their
transportation comfortably and also allows an
opportunity for people to gather and socialize.
The street will continue to provide parallel parking on
either side and trees will line it to provide shade and a
comfortable walk as you arrive and depart the station.
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E 11th Ave. Existing View - source: Google
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P
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IMPLEMENTATION

EAST 11TH AVENUE

source: archdaily.com

source: chinasights.blogspot.com

source: paperblog.com

STATION
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PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

P.L.
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CONCEPTUAL RENDERING - EAST 11TH AVENUE
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E 25th Street has the potential to become a major
commercial artery in the are surrounding Transfer
Station. Taking advantage of the space underneath the
MetroRail will improve connectivity to the station, such
as adding pedestrian paths and native shaded shurbs
to enhance the pedstrian experience. The existing 10’
sidewalk within R.O.W. is been proposed to transform
into parallel parking to promote retail along the 25th
E 33rd ST
street.
source: The Underline
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Within existing 20’ setback, shaded sidewalk are
proposed to improve pedestrian experience along
the street for initial phase. Bufferd bike lanes will be
proposed in 2nd and 3rd phase to provide multi-use
connections along the street. Buildings must front the
street and trees should line the sidewalks to better the
pedestrian experience.

source: The Underline
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Most of the streets in the area are currently lined by
single-family homes on either side. These streets have
narrow sidewalks and hardly have any trees to provide
relief from the heat and sun, both of which discourage
people from walking insted of driving. New, mixed-use
development will bring life back to these streets by
having retail enfronting them, widening the sidewalks,
and adding numerous trees and adequate lighting for
the streets at night.
E 24th St. Existing View - source: Google
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E 10th and E 11th Avenue south of E 21st Street
currently are not streets that invite people to navigate
them by foot or bicycle. They too have narrow sidewalks
and hardly have any trees to provide relief from the
heat and sun. Proposed modifications to these streets
would widen the sidewalks and provide more trees
for shade. For the streets lined with new low-rise
development, the buildings have a greater setback
to allow for some reclusiveness from the busy retailfronted streets nearby.

E 10th Ave. Existing View - source: Google
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E 27th ST

E 26th ST

5
E 25th ST

E 24th ST

E 23rd ST

1 Lydon, “Woonerfs were tactical urbanism before there was “tactical urbanism.”

E 26th St. Existing View - source: Google

source: cbc.ca
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E 11th AVE

E 10th AVE

E 28th ST

NW 37th AVE

WOONERF ELEMENTS:
• Clear and distinct entrance
• No continuous curb
• Traffic calming measures
• On-street parking
• Incorporate outdoor furnishings and landscaping
• Space for playing

E 29th ST
E 9th AVE

A woonerf is street that accommodates pedestrians, bicyclists,
and people recreating, in addition to cars. Dutch for "living
yard," the woonerf is a residential street where people who
are not in cars are given priority over people who are. This is
accomplished by using physical design to slow drivers down
to a near walking speed so as to not crash into strategically
placed trees, bollards, bike racks, and other amenities. 1

IMPLEMENTATION

CONCEPTUAL RENDERING - EAST 26TH STREET

PLANTER

79

5
5

PROPOSED
PROPOSED

outdoor seating is
encouraged to allow
people to use and
stay in the street for
activities

the street is shared among
pedestrians, bicyclists, and
motor vehicles; however,
pedestrians have priority
overcars
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CONCEPTUAL RENDERING - EAST 26TH STREET

planters can be used to
create traffic calming
devices such as diverters,
chicanes, or mid-block
neckdowns to help
maintain low vehicle
speeds on the street

bike-sharing system helps to
provide free or affordable access
to bikes for short-distance trips
in an urban area to motorized
public transport
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ORDINANCE NO.

20 1 6- 64

ORDINANCE OF THE MAYOR AND THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HIALEAH, FLORIDA
AMENDING CHAPTER 98 ENTITLED "ZONING",
ARTICLE V. ZONING DISTRICT REGULATIONS, OF
THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF
HIALEAH, AND IN PARTICULAR, ADDING A NEW
DIVISION .26 ENTITLED "TRANSIT ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT", PROVIDING FOR A
PURPOSE;
PROVIDING
FOR
GOALS
AND
OBJECTIVES; CREATING THE HIALEAH TRANSFER
STATION SUB-DISTRICT AND THE HIALEAH
MARKET STATION SUB-DISTRICT; PROVIDING
FOR IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS; PROVIDING
FOR
PERMITTED
USES;
ESTABLISHING
DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS;
ESTABLISHING
BUILDING
USES,
DESIGN
CONCEPT
REQUIREMENTS,
HEIGHT
AND
DENSITY
INCENTIVES AND BONUSES; CREATING A
P~G IMPROVEMENT TRUST FUND; AND
FURTHER PROVIDING FOR AN ORDER OF
PRECEDENCE AND REFERENCE TO THE MASTER
PLAN; REPEALING ALL ORDINANCES OR PARTS
OF ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT HEREWITH;
PROVIDING PENAL TIES FOR VIOLATION HEREOF;
PROVIDING FOR INCLUSION IN THE CODE;
PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the TOD Transit Oriented Development District intends to promote and
enhance livability and mobility by increasing residential options, enhancing the street experience
for all modes of transportation, creating open spaces and promoting the establishment of
businesses oriented to commuters and residents within the Tri-Rail Station area;
WHEREAS, the general purpose and intent of this ordinance is to promote zoning

regulations in the best interest ofthe health, safety, welfare and aesthetics of the community and
proper administration of its government;
WHEREAS, this ordinance intends to establish zoning district regulations for the TOD

Transit Oriented Development District providing for a more compact, pedestrian friendly,
mixed-use development with appropriate urban design and architectural guidelines for the
development of those properties that are located within half-mile of Tri-Rail stations in the city
with a transit oriented development district land use designation and transit oriented development
district zoning classification;
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WHREAS, the Planning and Zoning Board at its meeting of September 29, 2016, 2016
recommended approval of this ordinance.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HIALEAH, FLORIDA, THAT:
Section 1:

Chapter 98 entitled "Zoning", Article V. Zoning District Regulations, of

the Code of Ordinances of the City of Hialeah, Florida is hereby amended to read as follows:

Chapter 98

ZONING

*

*

*

ARTICLE V. ZONING DISTRICT REGULATIONS

*

*

*

DIVISION 26. - TOD TRANSIT ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
Sec. 98-1536. -Purpose.

The purpose of the TOD transit oriented development district is to
provide regulations to promote compact, pedestrian friendly,
mixed-use development with appropriate urban design and
architectural guidelines within walking distance of high capacity
rapid transit stations. These regulations are intended to enhance
livability and mobility by increasing residential options, enhancing
the street experience for all modes of transportation, creating
public open spaces and promoting the establishment of businesses
oriented to commuters and residents. The criteria and incentives
provided herein only apply to properties located within a half-mile
of Tri-Rail stations in the City that have transit oriented
development district land use designation and transit oriented
development district zoning classification.
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Sec. 98-1537. -Precedence over other land uses and zoning
regulations.
To the extent that any conflict or difference may arise between the
criteria of this district and the criteria of the C-1 , C-2 and C-3
commercial zoning districts, the M-1 industrial zoning district, and
multiple family residential zoning districts, the requirements of the
TOD transit oriented development district shall prevail. The TOD
transit oriented development district regulations take precedence
only if the property owner develops the property according to the
expanded uses that are available in the TOD transit oriented
development district. This section does not prevent a property
owner from developing its property according to the current zoning
regulations of the underlying zoning district designation for the
property if no expanded uses or allowances are proposed.
Sec. 98-1538.- Goals and Objectives.
The overall goal and objective of the TOD transit oriented
development district is to foster quality developments that would
make the areas around mass transit stations more vibrant and
sustainable places for people to live, work, play and commute
while ensuring that users have attractive, comfortable, safe and
direct access to the mass transit stations. The transit stations shall
be the prominent feature of the district surrounded by active public
spaces and shall serve as the catalyst for major redevelopment.
Specific goals and objectives include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(a) Implement complete streets by establishing setback
requirements that would allow for right of way reconfigurations that include wider sidewalks, landscape
buffers, bike lanes and parallel parking in addition to
vehicular traffic lanes.
(b) Promote compact vertical and horizontal m1x of uses
including residential and compatible commercial uses
embedded in the district.
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(c) Encourage a variety of housing types and sizes and increase
density to incentivize development.
(d) Reduce parking requirements and encourage shared
parking, riding and driving alternatives to diminish car
dependency while promoting pedestrian connections and
sustainable vehicular usage.

Sec 98-1539.- Definitions.
The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this
division, shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this section,
except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:

Active Use means an enclosed building use designed for human
occupation with a direct view to adjacent streets or public open
space.
Active Use Ground Floor means an active use that attracts
pedestrian activity; provides access to the general public with
frequent doors and windows; and conceals uses designed for
parking and other non-active uses if present. Ground floor active
uses generally include, but are not limited to, retail, commercial
services, restaurants, coffee shops, libraries, institution,
educational and cultural facilities, residential, and entrance lobbies.
Auto and vehicle boutique means a compact establishment that
sells new automobiles or motor cycles from within an enclosed
building that does not involve outdoor display or storage or service
stations.
Build-To-Line means an alignment established at a certain distance
from the base building line to a line along which a building shall
be constructed.
Co-retail space means an eclectic mix of retail spaces coming
together in a communal environment that fosters creativity and
commerce.
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Co-working space means an office community that provides
creative office space for a variety of users.
Complete Streets mean streets designed and operated to enable safe
access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
transit riders of all ages and abilities.
Gastro-pub means a bar that sells quality food to complement
alcoholic beverages.
Live/work unit means a structure or space that combines a retail,
office, light industrial, or service oriented use with a residential
living space for the owner. A live/work unit shall be in compliance
with minimum housing standards and applicable building and lifesafety regulations. Living space cannot be occupied or rented
separately from the workspace.
Mixed-use building describes a building with more than one use
and must include a combination of residential, retail, office and/or
live-work use. Specifically excluded from the definition of mixeduse building is a building of only residential and/or live work uses.
Manufacturing - Enabled Retail means a partially repurposed
industrial structure that incorporates a retail (outlet) component on
the ground floor of the building consistent with the light industrial
use in the remainder of the building. Manufacturing - Enabled
retail is limited to the first story of a principal building and has a
maximum area of20,000 square feet per establishment.
Streetscape means the entire system of the streets, sidewalks,
landscaping, street furniture and open spaces that combine to form
the street's character.
Sec 98-1540. - Geographic area.

The TOD transit oriented development district includes two subdistricts: the Hialeah Transfer Station .S.sub-Ddistrict and the
Hialeah Market Station .S.sub-Ddistrict.
Sec.98-1541.- Hialeah Transfer Station Sub District.

The Hialeah Transfer Station Sub District is comprised of
properties located in the proximity of the Hialeah Tri-
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Rail/Metrorail Transfer Station generally located on the east side
of East 11th Avenue between East 25th Street and East 2ih Street,
having the south side of East 33rd Street as its northern boundary,
the north side of East 17th Street as its southern boundary, the east
side East gth A venue as its western boundary and the west side of
NW 37th Street as its eastern boundary. The Hialeah Transfer
Station Sub District regulations only apply to the properties
identified for redevelopment in the Hialeah Transfer Station
Master Plan whose land use classification has been amended to
Transit Oriented Development District and consistently re-zoned.
Sec 98-1542. - Hialeah Transfer Station Sub
Implementation Concepts.

District

The implementation concepts of the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub
District shall be as follows:
(a) Transformation. Elicit the transformation of an industrial
district into a diverse, mixed-use, residential neighborhood
supported by an existing station with regional and inner
city rails.
(b) Activation. Activation of the sub district by increasing
residential options, promoting mixed uses, creating new
open spaces, balancing density and height, preserving the
industrial character and promoting a 24-hour environment
where people live, work and play.
(c) Uses. Uses in the sub district shall be oriented to the
revitalization of the area, help the transition from industrial
uses to alternative commercial and residential uses, provide
services to residents and commuters, enliven the district
and contribute to making the area a regional destination.
(d) Development bonuses. A program of bonus development
rights including waiver of certain parking requirements in
exchange for developer's contributions to specified
programs that provide benefits to the public within the
Hialeah Transfer Station shall be established.
(e) Improvement program. A sub district improvement
program shall be established for the purpose of funding the
planning and implementation of the district's design
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guidelines, review standards, enforcement and activation of
the district.
(f) Adoption by reference. The city hereby adopts by reference
the Hialeah Transfer Station report and recommendations
including the regulating plan and streets masterplan as
amended from time to time.
Sec 98-1543.- Permitted Uses.
(a) The following uses shall be permitted in the Hialeah
Transfer Station Sub District for the adaptive reuse of
industrial buildings, subject to applicable zomng
regulations:
(1) Co-retail space, shall include apparel, eyewear,
bookstore including stationery video and
records, arts and crafts, jewelry excluding pawn,
car and motor cycle boutique, furniture
boutique, gastronomy- including specialty food
retail, bakery, cafe, ice cream store and
restaurant. Outdoor retail sales and display and
outdoor dining including food carts and trucks
are allowed subject to the approval of an
administrative use permit.

(2) Manufacturing enabled - retail, shall include
apparel boutique, eyewear boutique, stationery
store, arts and crafts store, furniture boutique,
gastronomy-including specialty food retail,
bakery, cafe, ice cream store, restaurant and
brewery. Outdoor retail sales and display and
outdoor dining including food carts and trucks
are allowed subject to the approval of an
administrative use permit.
(3) Live/Work Units are allowed subject to the
approval of a Conditional Use Permit
(b) The following uses shall be permitted in the Hialeah
Transfer Station Sub District for new buildings, subject to
applicable zoning regulations:
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(1) Permitted retail businesses, shall include
apparel, auto, bicycle and vehicle boutique,
bakery, eyewear boutique, cafe, cigar store,
gastro-pub, grocery store, restaurant.
(2) Permitted service businesses, shall include car
share, bike share, bank, barber shop, beauty
salon, dry cleaning reception, gym, offices, for
business and professional services (not allowed
on ground floor).
(3) Mixed commercial and residential uses, shall
include permitted retail trade, permitted service
businesses, and live/work units.
(4) Parking structures,
commercial space.

including

first

floor

(5) Parks and recreational/cultural facilities.
(c) Other uses, not explicitly included in this Section 98-1543,
may be allowed subject to the approval of a Conditional
Use Permit.

Sec 98-1544. - Development Standards.
(a) Rezoning. The rezoning to this classification shall include
the review of the conceptual building design by a Design
Review Committee that shall approve the proposal prior to the
rezoning hearing scheduling.
(b) Building Disposition.
(1) Lot coverage. Maximum lot coverage for low-rise
buildings is 60%. Lot coverage for mid-rise or highrise buildings shall not exceed 80% of net lot area.
Additional lot coverage for mid-rise and high-rise
buildings may be obtained up to 90% subject to the
Flexible Lot Coverage Program by waiver.
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(2) Flexible Lot Coverage Program.
1.

A development project may provide a roof
terrace in an amount equivalent to four times
the gross lot area obtained from increased
lot coverage or 20% of the building roof
surface area, whichever amount is greater.

11.

Open space may be provided off site, at an
amount equal to the square footage from
increased lot coverage. The open space may
be provided as a developed public open
space.

(3) Setbacks. Front setbacks for buildings are based on
their location in the district and shall follow the
requirements of the street masterplan as follows:
1.

East 11th A venue: 0 feet built to line.

11.

East 25th Street: 20 feet built to line.

lll.

East 23rd Street through East 33rd Street
except East 25th Street: 17 feet built to line.

lV.

There is no required side and rear setback.

(c) Building configuration.

(1)

Ground Floor Requirement. The first floor of all
buildings fronting East 25th Street and East 11th
A venue, shall have a minimum ground floor height
of 15 feet and a maximum height of 20 feet.

(2)

Building Height. Building height shall be measured
in stories. The minimum and maximum height of a
building is determined through the masterplan
designation of the site as high-rise, medium rise or
low rise. High rise minimum height is 2 stories and
high rise maximum height is 6 stories; medium rise

1
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m1rumum height is 2 stories and medium rise
maximum height is 4 stories; low rise minim height
is 1 story and low rise maximum height is 3 stories.
Additional stories may be obtained subject to Bonus
Height Program.
(3)

Step-backs. Buildings fronting East 11th Avenue
have a step-back requirement of 10 feet for all
construction above the ground floor.

(d) Bonus height program. Bonus height rights of up to two stories
for medium rise and high rise buildings may be obtained in
exchange for the developer's contributions for specified
purposes as identified in the masterplan and that provide
benefits to the public within the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub
District. The proposed exchange shall be reviewed by the
Design Review committee that shall approve the proposal prior
to the rezoning hearing scheduling.
(e) Public parks, open space and civic space or civic support
space dedication and/or development. A development project
within the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub District boundaries
may provide any of the following or combination hereof:
(1) On-site: Public open space in addition to the required
open space may be provided on-site in a location that is
meaningful to the district configuration. The open space
may include but not be limited to a courtyard, plaza,
widened sidewalk or pedestrian passage.

(2) Off-site: Dedication of land within the Hialeah Transfer
Station Sub District.
(3) Complete redevelopment of a public space such as an
abandoned or dead end right-of way or vacant land
developed into a public open space, civic space or civic
support space.
(4) Incorporation of significant art work incorporated into
the building in a fashion that visually benefits the
district's attractiveness.

(f) Buildingfunction and density.
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(1) Building Function. All high-rise and mid-rise buildings
in the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub district shall have
active fronts towards all frontages facing a street and
include functions such as entrance lobbies and clear
storefronts for at least 80% of the fa9ade. When the
configuration and function of the property makes this
requisite partially unfeasible, artistic treatment of the
fa9ade may partially substitute the requirement subject
to approval of the Design Review Committee.
(2) Density. Low-rise building minimum density is 25 units
per gross acre and maximum density is 36 units per
gross acre. Mid-rise and high-rise building minimum
density is 25 units per gross acre and maximum density
is 125 units per gross acre.
(3) When property within the TOD District area containing
ten or more contiguous acres is under the ownership or
control of a single entity, the allowable density within
the project may be allocated to individual building sites
unconstrained by the density for any individual site so
long as the density distribution does not result in
development that exceeds development parameters
allowed under the land development regulations. Such
density allocation shall be approved by the City Council
at the time of rezoning of the property or through a
variance application.

Sec 98-1545.- Parking Standards.
The parking standards in this subsection shall only be available for
a period of five years. Prior to the end of the 5 years the Planning
& Zoning Official shall review the parking standards based on a
district-wide parking and transportation study.
(a) Residential Units requirement.

(1) Dwelling unit up to one bedroom:
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1.

A minimum of 1 parking space per unit shall be
provided on-site or off-site within a parking
structure or provide payment -in-lieu of one space
per unit of required parking into the Parking
Improvement Trust Fund.

11.

Limited to a maximum of 70% of the units within a
development.

(2) Dwelling unit with more than one bedroom: A minimum of
1.5 parking space per unit shall be provided on-site or offsite within a parking structure; or provide 1 space per unit
on-site or off-site within a parking structure and provide
payment-in-lieu
of remaining 0.5 space per unit of required parking into the
Parking Improvement Trust Fund.
(3) Work-Live Parking Requirements.
1.

A minimum of 1 parking space per unit shall be
provided on-site or off-site within a parking
structure.

11.

A minimum of 1 additional parking space for every
10 work-live units shall be provided on-site or offsite within a parking structure.

(b) Commercial parking requirements.

( 1) Minimum of 3 parking spaces for each 1,000 square feet of
commercial use shall be provided on-site or off-site within
a parking structure.
(2) Provide 2 parking spaces for each 1,000 square feet of
commercial use on-site or off-site within a parking
structure and provide payment in-lieu of remaining
required 1 space into the Parking Improvement Trust Fund.
(c) Parking provided off-site. Parking requirements may be
satisfied off-site within a parking structure that shall be located
within 1,000 feet ofthe proposed development site. Applicants
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requesting parking off-site within a parking structure shall
provide a parking covenant.
(d) Payment in lieu. Payment in lieu shall be deposited into the
Parking Improvement Trust Fund.
Sec 98-1546. - Parking Improvement Trust Fund.
A Parking Improvement Trust Fund shall be established for the
purpose of subsidizing the acquisition, construction and operation
of parking facilities, marketing transit and parking facilities,
funding right of way improvements related to parking and transit,
and associated administrative expenses that would allow the
mitigation of the reduced of parking requirements.

(a) Parking Improvement Trust Fund. The Parking Improvement
Trust Fund shall be maintained and administered by the Streets
Department. Funds shall be deposited into the Parking
Improvement Trust Fund, and subsequently used to facilitate
parking purposes within the area including, but not limited to,
public off-street parking, infrastructure improvements and
maintenance and marketing to serve the Hialeah Transfer
Station Sub District through means that may include but are not
limited to the following activities:
(1) Acquire fee simple or other interest in land, and other real
property for parking purposes;

(2) Construct, maintain, operate, lease, manage, or otherwise
provide off-street parking for public use;
(3) Provide public information to enhance parking utilization
including publicity campaigns, graphic and signage, and
other informational devices;
(4) Coordinate plans for parking facility improvements or
expansion in conjunction with public transportation plans
and operations in the vicinity, particularly, but not limited
to the joint facilities that might be operated with Tri-Rail,
Metrorail and any feeder services;
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(5) Provide accessibility to off-street parking facilities by
suitable means such as public shuttle, tram or trolley
service or related physical improvements such as bus
shelters and right-of-way modifications;
(6) Improve the first and last mile connectivity by expanding
City bus routes, building bike lanes and incorporating
landscaping and other features into the rights-of-way to
provide adequate buffers that improve safety for all means
of transportation in consistency with the City' s complete
streets policy, as adopted;
(7) Perform such other related activities as may be appropriate
to carry out the intent of this article, but not limited to,
infrastructure improvements in the public right-of-way,
contributing to maintenance of the public sidewalks within
the district as well as marketing.
(b) Schedule of Fees and Charges. The schedule of fees and
charges to be assessed and paid into the trust is as follows:
( 1) The fee in lieu of providing the required number of offstreet parking spaces shall be calculated by adding the land
cost of 315 square feet of land in the TOD transit oriented
development district, which is the average area of a single
parking space including access lane, and the average cost of
construction of a single surface parking space. The
resulting number shall be the fee in lieu per each parking
space waiver and fraction thereof. The payment in lieu shall
be made at the time of application for a certificate of
wmver.
Sec 98-1547.- Loading Standards.

(a)

Office/Commercial and Residential Loading.
(1) On-street loading areas intended to service commercial and

residential uses along the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub
District shall be permitted within specifically designated
zones. Loading within such designated zones shall not
exceed 20 minutes.
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(2) Off-street office/commercial and residential loading space
shall be required for projects with an area greater than
50,000 square feet.
Sec 98-1548.- Architectural Standards.
To achieve a transit-oriented district and its character,
architectural elements as provided in this section shall be
required. New development within the district shall, to the
greatest extent practicable, utilize the following architectural
elements illustrated herein:
(a) Materials. For small scale retail building facades and large,
uninterrupted volumes of retail in the district, at least three
different materials shall be used in each building elevation
in addition to some surface relief. Creative and innovative
high quality building materials are encouraged. This
includes metals, perforated materials, glass, and
architectural concrete. Reflective glass as a complete
surface is discouraged. Faux treatments in lieu of the
intended material are discouraged.
(b) Fenestration. Street level building facades shall be pierced
by single and double height windows or general access
entrance or doorways to encourage browsing and window
shopping. For the first ten (10) feet of height above the
public sidewalk elevation, the exterior building wall shall
contain windows and/or doorways of transparent glass
covering at least fifty (50) percent of the linear frontage of
the building (to be measured at least thirty inches above
the sidewalk). Additionally, the base of all transparent
openings shall be no more than thirty (30) inches above
the sidewalk. The individual panes may be composed of
smaller vertical elements. To reduce visual barriers
between interior and exterior spaces street level windows
shall be transparent with no reflectivity. Similarly,
storefront and display windows shall not be filled in or
blocked in any way. Street level restaurants are
encouraged to use operable windows and doors which can
allow them to open out onto the sidewalks in good
weather.
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(c) Scaling Elements. Large, blank surfaces and non-modular
panels, such as concrete panels and stucco, are
discouraged unless they have a compelling design
purpose. This is especially true at the ground floor level
which requires additional detail and visual amenities.
Repeating elements, such as pilasters, vertical reveals, and
other three dimensional details shall be strongest at the
street level. They may include repetition of storefront
details or consistent sign design. For large commercial
buildings in the district, at least one architectural element
shall be repeated to minimize the facade's scale. This
could be a material module change, a change in facade
plane of at least 6", use of an architectural ornament,
recessed glazing, vertical banding, and/or groupings of
windows. Avoid repetitive scaling elements that are
monotonous and oppressive. For example, grids of
repeated windows are discouraged. Facades on primary
pedestrian streets shall be divided into three horizontal
segments: a base, middle and top. When required setbacks
do not differentiate these segments, architectural elements
shall be used such as horizontal elements on the ground
floor.
(d) Building Continuity. All sides of a structure shall be
continuous in design. No side shall be unimproved.
Therefore, all architectural details, such as roof lines and
parapets shall continue around all sides of a structure.
Similarly, false architectural features and structures are
discouraged unless they are integral to the building' s
design. On facades enclosing non-active uses,
architectural treatment shall be provided.
(e) Planar Breaks. For building frontages greater than 150',
no fa9ade shall exceed 60% of the building frontage
without providing a planar break or multiple planar breaks
a minimum of 3' in depth. The cumulative horizontal
length of all planar breaks shall be greater than or equal to
20% of the building frontage.
(f) Shadows. Changes in plane around windows and entrances
are encouraged to highlight building openings and access
points for pedestrians.
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(g) Awnings or Canopies. Awnings or canopies shall be used
to enhance building facades and storefronts with color and
dimension and to provide shade for browsing and cafe
seating. Different awnings shall be used for various
storefronts to avoid a homogeneous appearance including
free or fixed valances, open or closed sided, and opensided with a valance drop. Creative uses of materials are
encouraged. Awnings shall be generally consistent m
height and depth to create consistent shade coverage.
(h) Entrances. Entries shall be articulated with different
building materials, changes in building massing, or
changes in the roof line that break the facade ' s regulated
surface. This creates a facade hierarchy that articulates
entrances. Similarly, entrances shall be setback from the
primary building frontage at least 6". Enhanced lighting
and signage shall also be incorporated in entry designs.
Comer entrances shall be designed to address street
comers. This may include additional building mass,
distinctive architectural elements, different building
materials, changes in building planes, and changes in
building shape. Large banks of glass doors at main
entrances shall be used to interrupt blank expanses of
building facades.
(i) Storefronts. Storefront windows shall be at least 10' high
and shall be similar in proportion to display windows.
Window sills shall be close to the building base,
proportional to pedestrians. The storefront frame shall be
setback from the building facade between 6" and 12" to
create depth and shadow. Entrances shall be recessed in
storefronts or highlighted within the storefront. Window
displays shall be simple and focused and shall not obstruct
views into the store.
G)

Shutters. Impact glass in lieu of hurricane shutters is
recommended for ground floor uses. If shutters are used,
they should be concealed from public view. Opaque
security shutters will not be permitted in this district.
Rather, transparent, security grills shall be utilized to
maintain transparency when stores are closed. This will
enable window shopping and activate the street during
non-business hours.
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(k) Architectural Lighting. Light buildings at night to create
shadows and depth and highlight important architectural
elements and building materials such as colored glass and
perforated metal. Whenever possible, light second story
windows to imply human presence and counter the
appearance of desertion. Use decorative lighting to
illuminate signs and up lighting to illuminate landscaping.
Glare shields should be used to reduce light spillover into
pedestrian and vehicular areas. Use sconces and other
architectural lighting to illuminate building entrances with
warm light.
(l) Storefront Lighting. Illuminate signs, entrances, window
displays and interiors at varying levels of brightness.

(m) Building Tops. Residential towers shall have distinctive
building tops or finials whenever possible.
(n) Parking Garage Roof Uncovered parking garage roofs
shall be concealed with creative, colored surfaces and
landscaping.
(o) Roof Tops. All roof top equipment must be concealed.
Green roofs or roof tops planted with heat tolerant, low
maintenance cultivated plant life are strongly encouraged.
Recreational uses are encouraged on roof tops.
(p) Surface parking lots. Surface parking lots shall be paved
with brick pavers or stamped asphalt. Use of plain asphalt
is limited to parking areas that are not readily visible from
street view. Vehicular approaches should be paved with
stamped asphalt or concrete, brick pavers or similar
material in a color different from gray or black.
(q) Integration of signage, lighting and artwork. Signs,
graphics and lighting for the building should be conceived
as an integral part of the architectural design of the
building.
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(r)

Screening of mechanical units and service areas. All
mechanical units shall be screened from public view,
preferably with cohesive design elements such as roof
forms that complement with overall design. When roof
decks with mechanical units are visible from adjacent
developments, such roof decks should be screened and
painted to match the finish of the roof material. Service
areas shall be substantially screened from view from the
street. Chain link or wood fences and/or gates are
prohibited. Commercial loading areas, recycling areas,
and trash and garbage containers shall be located away
from residential units.

(s) Underground utilities. All new and ex1stmg utilities
including, but not limited to utilities required for electric
power, distribution, telephone, communication, street
lighting and television service shall be installed
underground, including existing utilities on the rights-ofway adjacent to the development.
Sec 98-1549.- Streetscape and Landscape Standards.

Within 6 months of the adoption of this ordinance the City shall
adopt streetscape and landscape design standards to help unify the
image of the Hialeah Transfer Station Sub District. The guidelines
shall address the coordination of elements of paving, street trees,
lighting, street furniture and other related features, and address
design and construction of streetscape improvements within public
right-of-way and in adjacent public and private outdoor spaces.
Sec. 98-1550. - Hialeah Market Station Sub District.

The Hialeah Market Station Sub District is comprised of properties
located in the proximity of the Hialeah Market Station generally
located on the east side of SE lOth Court between SE 14th Street
and SE 11th Street, having the south side of SE 5th Street as its
northern boundary, the north side of the SR112 ramp as its
southern boundary, the east side of SE 9th Court as its western
boundary and the CSX railroad tracks as its eastern boundary. The
Hialeah Market Station Sub District regulations only apply to the
properties identified for redevelopment in the Hialeah Market
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Station Master Plan whose land use classification has been
amended to Transit Oriented Development District and
consistently re-zoned.

Sec 98-1551. - Hialeah
Implementation Concepts.

Market

Station

Sub

District

The implementation concepts of the Hialeah Market Station .S.sub
Ddistrict shall be as follows:
(a) Transformation. Elicit the transformation of an industrial
district into a diverse, mixed-use, residential neighborhood
supported by an existing station with regional and inner
city rails.
(b) Improvement. The ex1stmg Market Station, adjacent
historical building and market building shall be improved
and completed with adequate public open spaces and
streetscape to reinforce the station as a gateway to transit
accessible by all means oftransportation.

(c) Connectivity. Extend the street grid by creating a greenway
along the west side of the CSX railroad tracks to
accommodate pedestrians, bikes and vehicles to ease the
first and last mile connectivity north of the station.
(d) Activation. Activation of the sub district by increasing
residential options, promoting mixed uses, creating new
open spaces, balancing density and height, preserving the
industrial character and promoting a 24-hour environment
where people live, work and play.
(e) Scale. Scale the district to accommodate residential and
mixed residential/commercial buildings in a pedestrian
friendly proportion.
(f) Uses. Uses in the sub district shall be oriented to the
revitalization of the area, help the transition from industrial
uses to alternative commercial and residential uses, provide
services to residents and commuters, enliven the district
and contribute to making the area a regional destination.
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(g) Development bonuses. A program of bonus development
rights including waiver of certain parking requirements in
exchange for developer's contributions to specified
programs that provide benefits to the public within the
Hialeah Market Station shall be established.
(h) Improvement program. A sub district improvement
program shall be established for the purpose of funding the
planning and implementation of the district's design
guidelines, review standards, enforcement and activation of
the district.
(i) Adoption by reference. The city hereby adopts by reference
the Hialeah Market Station report and recommendations
including the regulating plan and streets masterplan as
amended from time to time.
Sec 98-1552.- Permitted Uses.
In the Hialeah Market Station Sub District, the permitted uses shall
be the same as in the Hialeah Transfer Station sub district.
Sec 98-1553. - Development Standards.
(a) Rezoning. The rezoning to this classification shall include
the review of the conceptual building design by a Design
Review committee that shall approve the proposal prior to
the rezoning hearing scheduling.
(b) Streets network continuity. Redevelopment of properties
within large blocks shall be broken into smaller blocks with
dimension no larger than 600 feet by 300 feet separated by
new streets connected to the existing street grid.
(c) Greenway. Proposed developments fronting the CSX
railroad tracks north of SE 1Oth Street shall accommodate
the greenway pursuant to Sec. 98-15 51 (c).
(d) Building Disposition.
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(1) Lot coverage. Maximum lot coverage for low-rise
buildings is 60%. Lot coverage for mid-rise or highrise buildings shall not exceed 80% of net lot area.
Additional lot coverage for mid-rise and high-rise
buildings may be obtained up to 90% subject to the
Flexible Lot Coverage Program by waiver.
(2) Flexible Lot Coverage Program.
A development project may provide a roof
terrace in an amount equivalent to four times
the gross lot area obtained from increased
lot coverage or 20% of the building roof
surface area, whichever amount is greater.

1.

11.

Open space may be provided off site, at an
amount equal to the square footage from
increased lot coverage. The open space may
be provided as a developed public open
space. Building frontages adjacent to open
spaces shall reinforce the pedestrian
character and activity of the street.

111.

The open space requirement for proposed
individual developments that stem from a
large property subdivided to comply with
the block size requirement may be
consolidated into one centralized open space
for the entire district

(3) Setbacks. Front setbacks for buildings are based on
their location in the district and shall follow the
requirements of the street masterplan as follows:
1.

11.

SE gth Street and SE 101h Avenue: 20 feet
built to line.
SE 12th Street: 35 feet built to line and 20
feet in accordance to the Market Station
masterplan.
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111.

SE 9th CT and SE 1Oth CT: 10 feet built to
line.

1v.

SE 11th CT north of SE 101h Street: 100 feet
built to line.

V.

In order to provide greater integration of
public and private improvements and
infrastructure, enable connectivity, and
encourage a variety of uses and streetscape
design, the single or multiple owner(s) of
abutting properties in excess of 10 acres of
land may submit a unified master plan that
varies from the required built to lines and
setback requirements for a recommendation
for approval by the Development Review
Committee before the Planning and Zoning
and City Council rezoning hearings.
(e)

Building configuration.

(1)

Ground Floor Requirement. The first floor of all
buildings fronting SE 1ih Street, SE 1Oth Court and
SE 11th Street shall have a minimum ground floor
height of 15 feet and a maximum height of 20 feet.
Same requirement applies to all new mixed use
buildings that include commercial or live/work
ground floors.

(2)

Building Height. Building height shall be measured
in stories. The minimum and maximum height of a
building is determined through the masterplan
designation of the site as high-rise, medium rise or
low rise. High rise minimum height is 4 stories and
high rise maximum height is 9 stories; medium rise
minimum height is 3 stories and medium rise
maximum height is 5 stories; low rise minim height
is 2 stories and low rise maximum height is 4
stories. Additional stories may be obtained subject
to Bonus Height Program.
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(3)

Step-backs. Buildings fronting SE lOth Avenue
have a step-back requirement of 10 feet for all
construction above the sixth floor.

(f) Bonus height program. Bonus height rights of up to three
stories for medium rise and high rise buildings and six
stories for high rise buildings frontin~ the CSX Railroad
right of way to SE 9th Terrace SE 11 t Court north of SE
lOth Street may be obtained in exchange for the developer's
contributions for specified purposes as identified in the
masterplan and that provide benefits to the public within
the Hialeah Market Station Sub District. The proposed
exchange shall be reviewed by the Design Review
committee that shall approve the proposal prior to the
rezoning hearing scheduling.
(g) Public parks, open space and civic space or civic support
space dedication and/or development. A development
project within the Hialeah Market Station sub district
boundaries may provide any of the following or
combination hereof:
(1)

On-site: Public open space m addition to the
required open space may be provided on- site in a
location that is meaningful to the district
configuration. The open space may include but not
be limited to a courtyard, greenway, plaza, widened
sidewalk or pedestrian passage.

(2)

Off-site: Dedication of land within the Hialeah
Market Station sub district.

(3)

Complete redevelopment of a public space such as
an abandoned or dead end right-of way or vacant
land developed into a public open space, civic space
or civic support space.

(4)

Incorporation of significant art work incorporated
into the building in a fashion that visually benefits
the district's attractiveness.

(h) Buildingfunction and density.
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(1)

Building Function. All high-rise and mid-rise
buildings in the Hialeah Market Station Sub District
shall have active fronts towards all frontages facing
a street and include functions such as entrance
lobbies and clear storefronts for at least 80% of the
fa9ade. When the configuration and function of the
property makes this requisite partially unfeasible,
artistic treatment of the fa9ade may partially
substitute the requirement subject to approval of the
Design Review Committee.

(2)

Density. Low-rise building minimum density is 25
units per gross acre and maximum density is 36
units per gross acre.
Mid-rise and high-rise
building minimum density is 25 units per gross acre
and maximum density is 125 units per gross acre.

(3)

When property within the TOD District area
containing ten or more contiguous acres is under the
ownership or control of a single entity, the
allowable density within the project may be
allocated to individual building sites unconstrained
by the density for any individual site so long as the
density distribution does not result in development
that exceeds development parameters allowed under
the land development regulations. Such density
allocation shall be approved by the City Council at
the time of rezoning of the property or through a
variance application.

Sec 98-1554. - Parking Standards.
In the Hialeah Market Station Sub District, the parking standards
shall be the same as in the Hialeah Transfer Station sub district.
Sec 98-1555.- Parking Improvement Trust Fund.
In the Hialeah Market Station Sub District, the Parking
Improvement Trust Fund requirements and regulations shall be the
same as in the Hialeah Transfer Station sub district.
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Sec 98-1556.- Loading Standards.
In the Hialeah Market Station Sub District, the loading standards
shall be the same as in the Hialeah Transfer Station sub district.

Sec 98-1557.- Architectural Standards.
In the Hialeah Market Station Sub District, the architectural
standards shall be the same as in the Hialeah Transfer Station sub
district.

Sec 98-1558.- Streetscape and Landscape Standards.
Within 6 months of the adoption of this ordinance the City shall
adopt streetscape and landscape design standards to help unify the
image of the Hialeah Market Station Sub District. The guidelines
shall address the coordination of elements of paving, street trees,
lighting, street furniture and other related features, and address
design and construction of streetscape improvements within public
right-of-way and in adjacent public and private outdoor spaces.

Section 2:

*

*

Repeal of Ordinances in Conflict.

*

All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed to the
extent of such conflict.

Section 3:

Penalties.

Every person convicted of a violation of any provision of the Code or any ordinance, rule
or regulation adopted or issued in pursuance thereof shall be punished by a civil penalty not to
exceed $500.00 within the discretion of the court or administrative tribunal having jurisdiction.
Each act of violation and each day upon which any such violation shall occur shall constitute a
separate offense. In addition to the penalty prescribed above, the City may pursue other remedies
such as abatement of nuisance, injunctive relief, administrative adjudication and revocation of
licenses or permits.
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Section 4:

Inclusion in Code.

The provisions of this ordinance shall be included and incorporated in the Code of Ordinances of
the City ofHialeah, as an addition or amendment thereto, and the sections ofthis ordinance shall
be renumbered to conform to the uniform numbering system of the Code.

Section 5:

Severability Clause.

If any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph or section of this ordinance shall be declared
invalid or unconstitutional by the judgment or decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, such
invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect any of the remaining phrases, clauses, sentences,
paragraphs or sections ofthis ordinance.

Section 6:

Effective Date.

This ordinance shall become effective when passed by the City Council and signed by the
Mayor or at the next regularl y scheduled City Council meeting, if the Mayor's signature is
withheld or if the City Council overrides the Mayor's veto.

THE FOREGOING ORDINANCE
OF THE CITY OF HIALEAH WAS
PUBLISHED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF
FLORID&~W.UTE 166.041
PRIOR 'fbt=I~AL READING.

Approved on this.l

day

N D\k rnberlo 16 .

--------------'

Mayor Carlos Hernandez
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Ordinance wa s adopted by a (7-0) unanimou s vote with
Councilmembers, Caragol , Cue-Fu ente, Garcia -Martin ez,
Hernand ez, Gonzalez, Lo zano and Casals-Mufioz voting " Yes".
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